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When your wanderlust is put on hold, you may try to stay off of a hotel's website 

or airline's app. Scrolling through the dreamy packages and pics of luxe pools 

may make you feel like you're missing out on the world and all its experiences. 

Don't fret. Those experiences will be waiting for you when it's the right time to 
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chase after your wanderlust again. Until then, these hotel live streams will bring 

you a little closer to paradise.

While you're lounging on your couch in a pair of sweatpants or chilling with your 

laptop in between Zoom meetings, these hotels and their live streams will give 

you a taste of the beach or skyline of a bustling city. If you open another tab in 

your browser, they'll give you the ability to click back and forth between hefty 

assignments and relaxing #views. In those moments when you wish you were 

sticking your toes in the sand instead of watching summer movies or dialing into 

a conference call, they'll be a sweet reminder that better days are coming.
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Not to mention, these hotel live streams may give you some inspo as to where 

you want to travel when the world is ready for you to do so. Start exploring a 

virtual version of paradise by simply loading the live streams on your laptop or 

computer from a countless number of hotels.

[…]

According to Travel + Leisure, other resorts you can check out include: Hotel 

Del Coronado in Coronado, California; Bahia Resort Hotel in San Diego, 

California; and Le Barthelemy Hotel & Spa in St. Barths. Each of the streams 

will soothe your soul, giving you salty waves to listen to, or boats to gaze at 

while you're sending out emails to clients.
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